U.S. Army, Fort Leonard Wood
A Rich Past & A Bright Future

- Permanent post established USA Training Center & FLW
- Engineer school moved to FLW
- Inter-Service Training Began
- 2014
  - 1st of 8 Centers of Excellence training Engineer, CBRN, Military Police, Transportation
  - 2nd largest Army reception battalion
  - In-processing 25-30% of enlisted women
  - Basic combat training for 1 in 5 enlisted Soldiers
  - Recent years’ annual training load: ~80K active course + ~12-13K reservists
  - 3 large, diverse NCO Academies
  - Largest USMC and USAF detachments on any Army base; 1 in 7 Marines train here
  - Training 450 international military students from 70-80 countries annually

- 2009: 102d USAR Training Division reactivated
- 4th Maneuver Enhancement Brigade activated
- First multi-school Center of Excellence

- 2008
  - 35th MO ARNG Brigade moves to FLW

- 1999
  - Decision made to consolidate all motor transport operator training at FLW

- 1989
  - Engineer school moved to FLW

- 1988: Decision made to consolidate all motor transport operator training at FLW

- WWII Trained 5 Divisions

- 1956
  - Permanent post established USA Training Center & FLW

- 1941
$680M military salaries

200K graduation visitors

60% of retirees stay here

Fort Leonard Wood’s Supported Population:

6,700 military permanent party
12,700 military family members
12,000 military in training
7,600 civilian workers
58,000 retired military and their families

FLW operations support 36,400 direct/indirect jobs*

43.9% of post borders federally owned land

FY14: $262.7M MILCON underway or pending start

$31M on new family homes

$470M operating budget including civilian salaries

$680M military salaries

*Source: “Missouri’s Military Infrastructure “ (a 2012 state of Missouri-funded study through the Hawthorn Foundation)
Mission: Develop Leaders and Warriors; advance Engineer, Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear (CBRN), Military Police and assigned Maneuver Support and Protection capabilities to ensure success in the current and future operational environments; set conditions for training, readiness, deployment, reconstitution, and sustainment of all tenant forces.

Vision: The premier Army Center of Excellence with engaged leaders & staffs, focused on meeting the needs of our Military, Families, Civilians, and communities; developing adaptive, resilient, professional expert leaders, warriors and forces; and, providing Maneuver Support & Protection capabilities that enable success under any condition.

Support Current Operations
- Generating force that links with & supports our operating forces

Develop Leaders
- Flexible, adaptive leaders

Train Technically & Tactically Proficient Servicemembers & Civilians
- Member of a Profession with service, branch, and occupationally-specific skill sets

Design/Develop & Integrate Future Forces, Capabilities, Concepts
- Timely, resource informed, integration focused, solutions that enable our Warfighters

Take Care of People & Ensure Quality of Life
- An installation of choice that enables and engages its workforce, families and communities

Maneuver Support Starts Here!
4th Maneuver Enhancement Brigade: Maintain DCRF readiness and the ability to Mission Command TF OPS while simultaneously supporting OEF and focusing geographically on AFRICOM.

Defense Support to Civil Authorities

On order, Task Force Operations deploys to the Joint Operations Area to mitigate the effects of a CBRN incident in support of civil authorities in order to save lives and mitigate suffering.

Capabilities:

• Mission Command
• Hazard Identification and Detection
• Technical and Non-technical Search and Extraction
• Mass Casualty and Non-Casualty Decontamination

Unified Land Operations

On order, 4th MEB Deploys to the Joint Operations Area to provide integrated and synchronized maneuver support capabilities to Army or Joint headquarters in support of Unified Land Operations.

Capabilities:

• Mission Command
• Maneuver support operations
• Support area operations
• Stability operations
• Provide Support in Response to Disaster or Terrorist Attack
Develop Leaders

• The Army Profession

• Sexual Harassment / Assault Response & Prevention and Ready and Resilient efforts and education

• Army Leader Development Strategy → Maneuver Support Leader Development Strategy

• Professional Military Education

• Credentialing, Soldier for Life

• Civilian orientation ("greening") course, Civilian Education System, professional development

• Senior leader ‘terrain walks’ and professional development sessions with permanent party

• Officer/NCO student Officer Professional Development/Leader Professional Development
The Engineer Regiment is the “Swiss Army Knife” of the Army
• Provides freedom of tactical, operational, and strategic maneuver to our forces and denies it to the enemy
• Enhances the lethality of fires, and protects our combat power from the enemy and the environment while employing “Apollo 13 engineering” everyday

The U.S. Army Engineer School
• Trains 17 Enlisted, 2 Warrant Officer, and 3 Officer engineering specialties; 2,660 students daily in 80 courses
• Is the Center Level Executive Agent for Engineer Operations, Defeat the Device in C-IED, Environmental Integration, Base Camp Development and Operation, and Geospatial Engineering
• Focal point for Brigade Engineer Battalion Implementation
• Trains over 1,200 deploying soldiers annually in CIED operations at its Counter Explosive Hazards Center
• Trains over 300 combat engineers annually at its grueling Sapper Leader Course

Sappers, Mappers, Builders, Divers and Firefighters Enable the Army to Project Power….and Win!
Training and education for Privates through Colonels as well as technical courses: first responders, civil support, all hazards assessment and response, combating-weapons of mass destruction

**TECHNICAL COURSES**

- Highly technical courses in support of specialized units and associated CBRN missions
- Courses specifically designed for homeland defense such as WMD-Civil Support Teams
- Specialized reconnaissance courses associated with Stryker NBCRV, and Biological detection
- Supports CBRNE Consequence Management Response Force domestic missions
- Specialized analytical laboratory competencies

**WORLD-CLASS FACILITIES**

- State of the art classrooms, cave complex, warehouses, rail tanker cars, full video coverage of training
- Only U.S. Military facility for toxic agent training
- All hazards scenarios

**USACBRNS credentialed to award DoD HAZMAT Certification**
TRADOC’s premier training institution that challenges, develops, and produces values-based Military Police Soldiers and DA Civilians

PROFESSIONAL FORCE

- Soldiering, Policing, Investigations, and Corrections
- Army’s Proponent for Non-Lethal Weapons, Forensics, and Military Working Dogs
- DoD’s expert in Sexual Assault Investigations Training
- MP Advanced Individual Training, CID Special Agent, Civilian Police Academy, Staff and Faculty Development Course and Special Victims Unit Investigations Course accredited by Federal Law Enforcement Training Accreditation (FLETA)
- Criminal Intelligence Analyst Course accredited by International Association of Law Enforcement Intelligence Analysts (IALEIA)
- Corrections/Detention Spec AIT accredited by American Correctional Association (ACA)

STATE-OF-THE-ART FACILITIES

- Stem Village - One of the premier law enforcement training facilities in the U.S.
- Mock houses, stores, theatres and credit unions built in a village to give Military (all services) and civilian police the most realistic training available
- Tactical Clearing Center, Special Reaction Team Complex and specialized evasive vehicle maneuver driving facilities
- Forensic Science Training Facility

Fully Accredited Law Enforcement Training Institution; Training all Services and International Partners
Distributed Reserve and Inter-Service Training

NCOA, Fort Lewis, WA (ADCON)

Carpentry, Masonry Training, Gulfport, MS

CBRN, Engineer Horizontal and Vertical Skills, Military Police Corrections, Ft Leonard Wood, MO

Military Police NCOES, Ft Knox, KY

Engineer Vertical Skills, Ft Dix, NJ

102d USAR Division– HQ at FLW, training across America

Geospatial Training, Fort Belvoir, VA

Military Police/Horizontal Engineer Training Ft Hunter Liggett, CA

NCOA, Fort Campbell, KY (ADCON)

CBRN, Engineer Horizontal and Vertical Skills, Military Police Corrections, Ft Knox, KY

Firefighter Training, Goodfellow AFB, TX

Military Dog Training Lackland AFB, TX

Plumbing & Utilities Training Sheppard AFB, TX

Diver Training Panama City, FL

• Making sure Soldiers and units are trained, ready, and capable while providing the example and opportunities for physical, mental, and spiritual fitness

• Living The Army Profession - eliminating harassment, hazing…anything impacting readiness or conflicting with Army values

• Making FLW the safest and best installation to train, live, work, enjoy

• Communicating with families in over 100 Family Readiness Groups

• Soldier Reception & Integration initiative

• Wounded Warriors facilities, outreach

• Excellent hospital – only one in county

• Waynesville schools: ACT scores #2 /#3 among Army communities

• 6th largest higher education degree granting program in state is here

• Numerous community and outdoor activities

• Outstanding sustainability and energy efforts:
  • Several energy efficiency projects
  • Recplex funded through recycling
  • LEED certified facilities: 4 silver, 5 gold
• One of a kind capabilities
  • Unique and critical capabilities, missions, proponencies
  • Center of Excellence and Regiments supporting the Army, DoD, and the nation

• One of a kind installation
  • Capacity for growth in core functions
  • No encroachment, environmental issues; progressive strategic sustainability and energy reduction plans and accomplishments

• One of a kind people, families, location, and community support
  • Military friendly state, region, and community
  • Cost of living off post second lowest among TRADOC communities
  • More community covenants than any other installation

Maneuver Support Starts Here!